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                 Since first openings our doors as The King’s   
             Daughters’ Hospital in 1899, we’ve had a deep
connection with Madison and the other local 
communities we serve.  
      As we celebrate the 120th Anniversary of what 
has become King’s Daughters’ Health, those 
connections remain.  
     KDH continues to be one of Jefferson County’s 
largest employers, averaging 934 team members per 
year during the past five years.  These employees live, 
work, and play in the communities we serve.  They 
support local businesses, events, and programs.
    Beyond those impacts, KDH employees contribute
payroll taxes, surpassing $657,000 in Jefferson 
County the past five years (2014-2018).  When 
factoring in payroll taxes for the additional counties 
in which our employees live, that number rises to 
more than $972,000.
     As further evidence of our local connection, 
King’s Daughters’ Health remains fully independent, 
an increasingly rare occurrence among small, 
regional health facilities across the country.  In that 
regard, we are blessed to be owned by the Bethany 
Circle of King’s Daughters and Sons, whose 
unwaivering commitment toward the organization’s  
founding keeps us focused on delivering quality 
health services to local families. 

Paula Heiderman
KDH Board Member
Bethany Circle Member

                     Having a phenomenal medical 
                  community allows us to provide 
meaningful healthcare services close to your 
home, work, school, and life.  Our physicians 
and providers understand that we’re a 
community, we’re a family.  
     Local healthcare sustains us.  It adds to our 
quality of life and supports us from childhood 
through the end of life.
     King’s Daughters’ Health has made major 
investments in recent years to make sure that 
we’re providing residents access to the latest
technology and innovations.  
     Just as important, we’ve invested time
and resources into our team members - seeking
their involvement as we continue to improve
how we care for patients.

CAROL DOZIER
President / CEO
King’s Daughters’ Health

IN MEMORIAM
Bonnie Hare 

                   Bonnie served the KDH Board of
         Managers as both secretary and vice 
chair.  Bonnie’s intelligence, strength, and 
friendship will be missed by all of us within the 
King’s Daughters’ Health family. We are better 
people and a better organization for having 
known and worked with Bonnie.  She remains 
forever in our hearts.



connecting with EMPLOYEES

     Whether they are caring for patients, working to improve the quality
of services provided, or representing us in the community, our employees 
are the superstars of King’s Daughters’ Health.
     Among the highlights: employees who receive special recognition
for compassion, quality of care, and length of service.
     The DAISY Award is an international program that rewards and
celebrates the extraordinary clinical skills and compassionate care given
by nurses every day.  Each quarter, we seek nominations to honor those
team members who exemplify the DAISY Award.
      Patients, guests, and peers are encouraged to nominate employees for
the Caught you Caring Award - which recognizes team members who
are caught providing an extra level of compassion and care toward a
patient, visitor, or fellow employee.
       We also use Recognition Roses to thank employees who have reached 
20 years of service at KDH.  Recognition Roses are also provided to
employees at years 25, 30, 35, and, yes, even 40!

daisy award
CAUGHT YOU CARING
RECOGNITION ROSES

honoring volunteers
     This spring, Robert Elliott (pictured at right) became the fifth KDH
volunteer to receive the President’s Lifetime Achievement Award.
He follows Dolores Hellman (2018), Dottie Fitz (2016), Gary Gotts 
(2012), and George Wolfschlag (2005).  Often spending his time
welcoming patients at the Guest Services Desk, Robert shares his warmth
and kindness with patients and visitors.
     Volunteers assist team members throughout the organization, from
the Business Office to Marketing to Human Resources to Nutrition.  They 
even help in patient care areas such as the Emergency Department, 
Mother-Baby and the Laboratory.
     Additional volunteers serve in Hospice, which supports patients and
families during the end of life.
     If you would like to volunteer, contact us at 812.801.0380.  You can
also learn more online at kdhmadison.org/volunteers

“I have been a patient several times at KDH and have no complaints.  The staff is 
always courteous, friendly, and answers any questions I might have.”

Dr. Matthiessen is the best neurologist I’ve ever had. 
He is caring, compassionate and definitely

wants to help solve my problem.”



connecting with quality

VISION AWARD
     Thanks to its exemplary donor program, King’s
Daughters’ Health was responsible for making a 
difference in the lives of 14 individuals through the 
gift of sight in 2018.  During the past five years,
approximately 82 people have had cornea transplants
due to the hospital’s efforts and the generosity of the
Madison community.  KDH was one of 11 Indiana
hospitals to receive the Vision Award from
VisionFirst, a non-profit organization founded by the
Lions in 1959.  As one of the nation’s leading eye 
banks, VisionFirst works with corneal surgeons 
around the world.

KDH NAMED A top 100 rural 
hospital BY CHARTIS CENTER
     The Chartis Center for Rural Health recently
named King’s Daughters’ Health among its Top 100 
Rural & Community Hospitals.  KDH was one of 
just nine Indiana hospitals to receive this distinction.
Top 100 hospitals serve as benchmarks for other
rural hospitals and excel in such areas as managing
risk, achieving higher quality, securing better 
outcomes, increasing patient satisfaction, and 
operating at a lower cost.

KDH earns “A”Grade from 
leapfrog group
     The Leapfrog Group, a non-profit 
organization committed to driving 
quality, safety, and transparency
in the United States healthcare system, 
awarded KDH its seventh straight 
“A” Grade for its commitment to
reducing errors, infections, and accidents that can 
harm patients.  KDH was one of 855 hospitals across
the country to earn an “A” grade during the last
evaluation period.  Developed by a national panel of
experts, the Leapfrog Hospital Safety Grade uses 28
measures of publicly available data to assign grades
to more than 2,600 U.S. hospitals twice a year.

KDH earns ACR ACCREditation
for mammography
     This year, KDH was awarded 
a three-year term of accreditation
in Mammography by the American 
College of Radiology (ACR).
     The ACR gold seal of 
accreditation represents the highest 
level of image quality and patient safety.  It is awarded 
only to facilities meeting ACR Practice Parameters 
and Technical Standards after a peer-review 
evaluation by board-certified physicians and medical 
physicists who are experts in the field.  Image quality, 
personnel qualifications, quality control procedures, 
and quality assurance programs are assessed.

Dr. Hossler goes above and beyond expectations at all times.  He 
cares about more than just the physical conditions.  When my 

husband died, he came to my house to check on me.  

I love the KDH Carrollton office. Dr. Bessinger is amazing. She recently became my primary doctor.  She’s been my son’s (doctor) for a 
few years now, and I’ve been so happy with her care that I’ve switched, too!  The nurses and staff are always kind and helpful.



connecting with services

cancer treatment center offers advanced care here at home
     Affiliated with the Norton Cancer Institute,
the KDH Cancer Treatment Center brings advanced 
cancer medicine to Madison and its other rural
communities.  Accessing exceptional cancer care
services close to home benefits patients and families
in many ways.  Traveling for recurring cancer 
treatments is difficult for patients and those who care 
for them, including the costs of gas, meals and lost

productivity at work.  Thanks to innovative solutions, 
incredible technology, and a team of experienced care 
providers, most patients can receive the same treatment 
in Madison as they would receive in larger cities or 
cancer centers.  KDH offers both Medical and 
Radiation Oncology, and recently integrated a new
Breast Care Program with 3D Mammography to help
detect breast cancer in its earlies stages.

joint replacement program
helps patients live active lives
     A coordinated effort by orthopedic surgeons, nurses, and 
physical therapists, the KDH Joint Replacement Program
helps patients receive the best care - returning them to their
favorite activities.
     Whether it’s innovative approaches like anterior 
approach hip replacement or muscle-sparing knee
replacement, the Orthopedic team at KDH helps patients
enjoy their life.  As they like to say, “It’s your life, go live it!”
     The Joint Replacement Program provides patients a
road map, helping them understand what to expect from 
start to finish.  It takes them through pre and post-operative 
care, what to expect when they return home - usually the 
same day or next day, depending on the procedure - and
what to expect from the rehabilitation process.
     Patients like Ronald Borchardt (above left) and
Barbara Arbuckle (lower left) are just two of many patients
who have enjoyed the benefits of joint replacement surgery.
When recurring joint pain caused them to slow down or
miss activities, they called us to regain their active lives.

Affiliated with Norton Cancer Institute,
our team provides local patients
access to highly advanced care.

I have been a patient of Dr. Tom Eckert for years.  He’s the same 
caring doctor that he was years ago.  Any questions I have are 

addressed as he is in no rush to see the next patient.”



     Beloved and respected by local families, 
Drs. Pat and Sue Stack helped pioneer pediatric care 
in Madison, arriving in1984 as new members of the 
former Madison Clinic on Main Street.
     They were the first two pediatricians to join the
local medical community.
     “It was a little scary,” Dr. Pat recalled, noting that both 
he and Sue were fresh out of Residency training. “We 
were the new kids on the block and expected to be the 
experts.”
     Thirty-five years later, their imprint remains, even as 
the pediatric team has grown in size.  
     “When moms and dads want to bring their child to 
you for care, it’s humbling,” Dr. Pat said. 
     To which Dr. Sue added,  “Kids are fun. Pat used to 
wear ties decorated for various holidays and occasions.  
We can even dress up for work if we want.”
     During their three-plus decades in Madison, the 
Stacks have seen aspects of medicine grow by leaps and 
bounds.  In particular, they mentioned better 
vaccinations, improved asthma care, and advances in 
childhood cancer care as the greatest gains.  
     “We used to have an eight-bed pediatric unit (at the 
downtown hospital) that was almost always full in the 
winter,” Dr. Sue noted.  “Now, we’re able to provide more 
care outside the hospital.”

Dr. Pat and Dr. Sue Stack

CONNECTIONS IN MEDICINE

      Beyond the pediatric office, the Stacks are 
grateful for the friendships they’ve made over the 
years - both within medical circles and beyond.  
      “It’s been a great experience,” Dr. Pat said.  
“Everyone has been supportive of each other.  We’ve 
been fortunate to work with an incredible staff and 
we’ve had very little turnover.”
      Moving forward, Drs. Pat and Sue are looking 
forward to slowing down and spending more time 
with family.  They have children located in three 
states - from the Midwest to the west coast.  

Dr. Mark Totten
     After spending much of his childhood in Hanover, Dr. Mark Totten returned to
his hometown in 1995, accepting a position with the Madison Clinic.  
     Influenced by his experiences with the late Dr. Schirmer Riley and Dr. Marcella 
Modisett, Dr. Totten ultimately decided that family medicine would be his best 
option during medical school.  Taking care of a variety of patients is something
he relishes.  He also enjoys building relationships.
     “If you get a chance to use your knowledge to help someone get better and
maintain a quality of life, that’s very satisfying,” Dr. Totten said.
     Advances in technology and the ever-changing processes involved in the
delivery of medicine are two things Dr. Totten notes most about how his practice
has changed over nearly 25 years.  The other is the growth of the obstetrics 
department.  Today, delivering babies is rare for family physicians.
     As for the quality of local medicine, he said Madison is blessed.
     “I feel like every physician here made a conscious decision to practice in 
Madison rather than some other place,” Dr. Totten noted.  With my own family, 
we’ve been very appreciative of the specialists we’ve been able to recruit.”

Dr. Mark Totten
grew up in Hanover
and returned to join 
the former Madison 

Clinic in 1995.

Pioneers in
Pediatric care in

Madison, Drs. Pat and Sue 
Stack have spent a career
caring for local children.



Dr. Robert Ellis

     Fifty years in medicine.  It’s an incredible accomplishment and a testament to 
the commitment that Dr. Robert Ellis made when he first became a physician.
     “Taking care of people.  That’s what we do,” Dr. Ellis said.  “Helping someone 
get better, helping them have less pain, and solving a problem are all a part of 
that.  It’s very satisfying work.”
     Originally from Sweden, Dr. Ellis arrived in New York City in 1950.  He spent 
time in West Palm Beach, attended medical school in Boston and later in
Philadelphia.  He’s been in Madison since 1969, serving the former Madison 
State Hospital and the hospital emergency room before moving into family 
practice. Today, he cares for the children of his early patients - who are 
themselves now into their 50s.
     Patient care itself hasn’t changed that much, according to Dr. Ellis.  Yes,
technology has advanced, but the nuts of bolts of caring for people remains the 
same.  Knowing a patient’s medical history, listening to them, and working
together to find a solution is as important today as 50 years ago.
     What keeps him going?
     “It’s therapeutic for me to keep working,” Dr. Ellis said. “It gives me something 
to do.  I’ve looked toward retirement, but I haven’t set a date.”

Dr. John Hossler

     Dr. John Hossler was looking for two things when he made his decision
to come to Madison as a new physician in 1978.
     “I wanted to practice in a small community and do obstetrics,” he said 
recently.  “I was recruited to come here and was impressed by the physicians who 
were already here.”
     In his early years, family physicians put in long days, seeing patients in the 
hospital, in the clinic setting, and delivering babies in the wee hours of the 
morning.
     Among the most notable changes Dr. Hossler has seen in his forty years as a 
physician: the growth of specialties in small towns like Madison, and the
vast expansion of technology - such as CT and MRI imagery.
      “Before, a diagnosis was based on clinical instincts, listening to the patient, 
and understanding their history,” Dr. Hossler said. “Now, we can see so many 
things we never could before.”
     Dr. Hossler chose medicine in part because of his grandfather, who graduated
from medical school in 1907.  He came to the United States through Staten
Island and worked on Ellis Island before serving time in the calvary.
     “Taking care of patients is what it’s about,” Dr. Hossler said. “It’s rewarding to 
take care of friends.  There’s a sense of trust.  You get to know the family.  Family 
practice provides a width and depth that I’ve enjoyed.”
     Becoming part of a small-town medical community has also had its benefits.
     “When you practice in a small town, you have to be dedicated,” Dr. Hossler 
said. “You can’t hide.  It’s a lifestyle choice and it’s been a very humbling 
experience to take care of so many families.”

CONNECTIONS IN MEDICINE

Originally from Sweden,
Dr. Robert Ellis has
practiced medicine

for 50 years.  He’s
been a staple of the

Madison medical
community since
arriving in 1969.

Dr. John Hossler has
practiced medicine

in Madison since 1978.
For 40 years, he

has been a trusted
partner for many
families, helping

his patients build and 
maintain good health.



Dr. Dawn Meacham
      A graduate of Madison Consolidated High School, Dr. Dawn Meacham 
returned home to practice family medicine in August of 2014.  At various points 
during her training, she and her husband, Nick, had lived in or around larger cities 
- including Indianapolis, Louisville, and Lexington.  And while they liked having
a variety of restaurants nearby, neither much cared for traffic battles.  Thus, with its 
close proximity to major cities, and the comforts of a small town, working for
King’s Daughters’ Health has been a great fit.
       “From a young age I knew I wanted to go into medicine,” Dr. Meacham
explained when asked about her decision.  “My grandmother and mom were sick 
when I was little, and they were in big hospitals.  So many different people saw 
them that it felt a little impersonal at times.  I wanted to help people and I thought I 
could do that and make it more personal.”
       The relationships Dr. Meacham creates are something she treasures. 
       “The relationships are really good (working in a smaller town).  It’s easy to get 
to know people,” Dr. Meacham said. “You see patients in the community.”
       Along with her practice at the Downtown Medical Building in Madison, 
Dr. Meacham sees patients once a week in Versailles.  She has extended family
in Ripley County and she enjoys those connections, too. 
       “I had been seeing one of my patients for a long time before I realized that she 
was the wife of my former second grade teacher,” Dr. Meacham noted. “I saw him 
when he was visiting her in the hospital.  That was pretty cool.”

CONNECTIONS IN MEDICINE

Dr. Paul Cronen
       After experiencing the hustle and bustle of a city surgeon’s life during his 
Residency training in Louisville, Dr. Paul Cronen knew he wanted to live and 
practice medicine in a rural community like Madison.
      “One of the surgeons I was with, who was in private practice, spent much of his 
time on the road, traveling between two or three hospitals a day,”  Cronen recalls.  
“I wanted to live in a small town with one hospital where there wasn’t a lot of 
traffic.  I like country living.”
      To that end, Dr. Cronen joined the private practice of Dr. Leon
Michl in August of 1982. They were known as Madison Surgical Associates.
      During his 37 years of medicine, Dr. Paul Cronen has traversed a variety of 
changes - including integration into the former Madison Clinic and becoming a 
full-time physician under the umbrella of King’s Daughters’ Health.
      “Medicine used to be a doctor and a patient,” Cronen noted.  “Now, we have a 
team approach to patient care with a big mix of technology to help us define the
diagnostic and treatment process a little better.  With CT scans and MRIs we can
see things now that we couldn’t before; we had to rely on our training and 
experience.  Technology has a made a huge difference in medicine today.”
       Beyond the operating room, Dr. Paul Cronen is known for his welcoming
hospitality, giving spirit, and genuine compassion for his patients and community.
His tireless efforts to improve patient care remain relevant today.  His willingness
to give of his time and talent extends far beyond his medical practice.

A graduate of MCHS,
Dr. Dawn Meacham
returned as a family
practice physician in

2014.  She loves
life in a small town
and finds Madison
a perfect fit for her
lifestyle and family.

For more than 30 years,
Dr. Paul Cronen has
served the Madison

community as an
exceptional surgeon

and physician.  He loves
country living and

being a part of life in
a small town.



Giving back ... 
Since the completion of the Hope and Healing Campaign for the 
Cancer Treatment Center, the KDH Foundation has focused on 
increasing funding through a variety of programs and projects.

Gifts to the Foundation impact healthcare in visible ways. With the 
generous help of past patients and families, employees, community
philanthropists, corporations, volunteers, and many others who 
share the KDH vision, the Foundation has been able to increase 
quality and access to healthcare for the communities we serve.
      
Here are some examples of Foundation support:

From 2017-2018, the Foundation supported more than $40,000 in 
tuition reimbursement for the continuing education of KDH 
employees.

Direct care funding of over $161,000 included:
• Maternal and neonatal birthing simulator
• Genius 3D mammography equipment
• Convenience medications for oncology (cancer) patients (i.e. nausea 
medications, dietary supplements, special skin creams)
• Baseline Impact Test screening for area student athletes
• Community wellness programs, including: Fit Kids, Girls on the 
Run, Healthy Communities Initiative (HCI), Youth Tailgate Party, and
Lighten-Up Jefferson County Community Weight-Loss Challenge.

In partnership with the Community Foundation of Madison and 
Jefferson County, the KDH Foundation in 2017 launched the Healthy 
Communities Initiative. HCI focuses on bringing community 
members together to address the major health needs of the 
community - making our county a healthier and safer place to live.  

The three priorities selected by the steering committee, based upon 
the most recent Community Health Needs Assessments are:
• Substance Abuse
• Zero Suicide
• Healthy Lifestyles

In support of HCI, the KDH Foundation has funded numerous 
community workshops, forums, train-the-trainer programs, and guest 
lectures addressing the issues above.

You can support the work of the KDH Foundation and help improve
our community in several ways ... direct gifts (donations), estate 
giving, and through support of special events (Golf, Gala).  To learn 
more, contact the Foundation office at 812.801.0555 or via email at
wilsonm@kdhmadison.org.

2018 foundation REPORT



Dr. Diamond is really an amazing doctor. I appreciate that she comes in and 
talks with my children for a few minutes to make them comfortable instead

of going straight into an exam.  I know I can ask her anything.

     For the past 22 years, King’s Daughters’ Health has 
provided ambulance coverage for Jefferson County (IN) 
at no cost to county government or local taxpayers.  This 
has saved the county millions of dollars - factoring in the 
costs of purchasing and maintaining equipment, as well 
as the hiring of Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs), 
paramedics, and dispatchers.
      In 2018, KDH absorbed an $820,000 deficit while 
operating its ambulance service for Jefferson County.
Most years have seen similar losses, meaning that KDH 
has provided more than $17 million in unreimbursed 
EMS coverage since 1997.
      Beyond the numbers, EMS teams also provide 
coverage for a wide range of community events - 
including high school and college sporting events, 
community festivals, and educational programs.
     Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, 
emergency medical assistance is always available thanks 
to our highly trained team members.

The value of EMS coverage

Spending with 
local businesses
     Would it surprise you to learn that 
King’s Daughters’ Health spent more 
than $916,000 with local vendors and 
businesses in 2018?   Over the past 
five years (2014-2018), that figure has 
surpassed $5 million.  
    We believe in a simple principle: 
supporting each other makes us 
stronger. Here is a breakdown of the 
figures year by year ...

    Year  Local Spending
    2014  $1,201,028
    2015  $941,591
    2016  $940,406
    2017  $1,004,280
    2018  $916,300
  TOTAL $5,003,605

Annual payroll
taxes make impact

    Year  Payroll Taxes
    2014  $224,646
    2015  $236,141
    2016  $246,675
    2017  $257,446
    2018  $265,000
  TOTAL $1,229,908

     Not only do employees reinvest
income into the local economies,
the payroll taxes contributed by KDH 
also provide a significant boost.
     In 2018, KDH contributed $265,000 in 
local payroll taxes to Jefferson and 
surrounding communities.  Over the
past five years, that number surpasses
$1.2 million  
     In Jefferson County, payroll taxes
paid by KDH exceeded $657,000.

Capital Investments
    As medical advances continue, it’s critical that we keep 
investing in the technology that can save lives and
improve patient care.
    Over the past five years, those investments have 
tallied more than $20 million dollars.  Of that, almost
$10 million ($9.98 million) has been invested in
medical equipment and improved technology. 
    In recent years we’ve introduced Genius 3D
Mammography and other innovations that provide
local patients access to the best diagnostic tools.

2018 ANNUAL REPORT



Caring for everyone in our community 

    Providing healthcare to local families extends
beyond their ability to pay.  It’s a commitment
we take seriously.
    In the past six years, King’s Daughters’ Health
has provided more than $18 million dollars in
direct charity care - care for which the patient(s)
was never billed.
    During that same time span, KDH has 
absorbed an additional $78 million in bad debt,
funds that were never collected because patients
were unable to pay beyond a certain point.
Another $2 million of unreimbursed care was
provided through discounts to the uninsured.

     King’s Daughters’ Health could not provide its 
services without trained staff members,
technology, and facilities.  Maintaining those
assets requires funding.
     In 2018, KDH collected about 65.57 percent of 
its gross revenue through reimbursement from 
Medicare and Medicaid.  Another 31.85 percent  
arrived via commercial insurance and or managed 
care agreements.      
    The final 2.58 percent of revenue arrived through
self-pay patients; generally those who do not have
insurance coverage or choose to pay themselves.

Revenue and Expenses ...

              Uninsured
YEAR  Bad Debt   Charity Care      Discounts
    

2013  $14,239,677   $6,508,098      $2,282,424 

2014   $14,667,665   $5,896,180      $2,099,061

2015  $12,702,335   $2,129,004      $2,939,620

2016  $12,305,614   $1,601,743      $2,754,680

2017  $11,956,871   $1,439,511      $2,415,300

2018  $12,317,037   $1,377,147      $2,141,175

    

TOTALS $78,189,199   $18,951,683      $14,632,260

    As with most organizations or businesses,
salaries and benefits account for a significant 
portion of expenses.  Thankfully, we’re blessed with 
an incredible group of people who share our 
mission of service.  
    During fiscal year 2018, KDH invested more 
than $65 million in its employees through 
salary and benefits, accounting for 52 percent of
overall expenses.  Many of those same dollars
are reinvested into the local communities that
our team members call home. 
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My wife and I have been seeing Dr. Steve Vorhies for 19 years.
We have been to many family doctors in our 46 years together.

Never have either of us been to any physician that even 
compares with the care and attention that we receive from

Dr. Vorhies and his excellent staff.



I am blown away at the different atmosphere and professional 
services at KDH.  The staff is top-notch.  We were immediately put at 
ease and treated very respectfully.  The staff appeared to truly enjoy 

their jobs and each other.  What a wonderful breath of fresh air.  
Our old hospital was much bigger and not at all better.  KDH is way 
ahead by leaps and bounds.  Even from different departments, people 
reached out to help.  I was lost and a young gal went out of her way 

to help me find the x-ray department.  Two thumbs up!

I appreciate Dr. Roney’s knowledge and her
eagerness to share with me.  I can tell she keeps
up-to-date by her ability to share new medical

info and recommendations.  Dr. Roney has
the ability to make me feel good about my
progress and shows concern for my needs.

I always love the OB/GYN offices at KDH;
the receptionists and nurses are so nice. 
Dr. Hertz always takes time to describe 

everything in an easy to understand way.

Dr. Hendricks is the best and I will use her for all
of my OB/GYN visits.  Caring and Compassionate.

Going to Dr. Shirley’s office is always a good 
experience.  She has a wonderful, positive attitude,

she makes me smile.

Dr. Totten is the best family doctor I have ever had.  He listens
and cares about your health.

I have always been treated with kindness and a smile any time I 
have needed to use the King’s Daughters’ Health facility.  

I absolutely love my doctor.  Dr. Israel is concerned and caring and 
very patient with me.  His staff is always so nice and everyone

is always smiling.
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